Localized calcium influx orients axon formation in embryonic hippocampal pyramidal neurons.
A fundamental property of neurons is their polarization into distinct axonal and dendritic compartments which have characteristic structural and functional properties. The mechanisms regulating the formation of neuronal polarity are unknown. We used cultured embryonic rat hippocampal pyramidal neurons to test the hypothesis that a localized calcium influx can orient axon formation, and thereby direct the establishment of neuronal polarity. Transection of an initial axon, or focal application of A23187 or K+ to the initial axon, caused a new axon to form at a site distant from the initial axon. Fura-2 measurements of intracellular calcium revealed a localized calcium influx at the site of axon transection or focal application of A23187 or K+, and a calcium gradient spreading into the soma. New axon formation was inhibited when axons were transected in medium lacking calcium or containing calcium-elevating agents (conditions which prevented the formation of a calcium gradient). When calcium ionophore A23187 was applied focally to neurons which had not yet established an axon, the axon always formed at a site distant from the site of ionophore application; bath exposure to A23187 prevented axon formation. Taken together, these data demonstrate that a localized influx of calcium can suppress axon formation at the site of influx, and can thereby influence where the axon forms. These data suggest that gradients of intracellular calcium may be involved in orienting neuronal polarity.